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Fig. 1: The interface of Havior (Heat Savior). The Meteorological Panel (A) facilitates numerical understanding of meteorology,
including temporal trends (A1), temporal distribution (A2), and spatial distribution (A3). The “thermoglyph” of Hong Kong
(A4) intuitively shows the city-based pattern and correlation between temperature and percentile. The News Panel (B) supports
human-in-the-loop news retrieval and enhancement in their semantic understanding, in terms of topic-based hierarchies (B1) and
risk-based semantic proximity (B2) of retrieved news. The News List (B3) provides details of structural information in the retrieved
news on demand with supportive visual cues. The Summary Panel (C) enables experts to examine the integration of news and
numeric city risk model (C1), pose contextual questions (C2), and generate risk management reports.

Abstract— The escalating frequency and intensity of heat-related climate events, particularly heatwaves, emphasize the pressing
need for advanced heat risk management strategies. Current approaches, primarily relying on numerical models, face challenges in
spatial-temporal resolution and in capturing the dynamic interplay of environmental, social, and behavioral factors affecting heat risks.
This has led to difficulties in translating risk assessments into effective mitigation actions. Recognizing these problems, we introduce a
novel approach leveraging the burgeoning capabilities of Large Language Models (LLMs) to extract rich and contextual insights from
news reports. We hence propose an LLM-empowered visual analytics system, Havior, that integrates the precise, data-driven insights
of numerical models with nuanced news report information. This hybrid approach enables a more comprehensive assessment of heat
risks and better identification, assessment, and mitigation of heat-related threats. The system incorporates novel visualization designs,
such as “thermoglyph” and news glyph, enhancing intuitive understanding and analysis of heat risks. The integration of LLM-based
techniques also enables advanced information retrieval and semantic knowledge extraction that can be guided by experts’ analytics
needs. Our case studies on two cities that faced significant heatwave events and interviews with five experts have demonstrated the
usefulness of our system in providing in-depth and actionable insights for heat risk management.

Index Terms—Heat risk management, climate change, numerical model, news data, large language model, visual analytics
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Extreme climate events [1], particularly those related to heat [27], have
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years, raising significant concerns globally. NASA has confirmed 2023
as the warmest year on record. Heat risks are associated with excess
mortality due to temperatures above long-term averages during summer
and specific extreme events like heatwaves [13]. The adverse impacts
extend beyond personal health, as reduced workforce productivity is
observed due to heat-related health issues among employees [48]. They
can further cause severe damage to critical infrastructure, including
buildings, power grids, roads, and rail lines, leading to disruptions in
daily life and economic activities [41].

Developing effective strategies for heat risk management, there-
fore, becomes increasingly urgent. This typically involves three parts:
identifying the extreme climate event, assessing the associated risk
levels, and determining the actions to mitigate the adverse effects of
such events [32, 58], such as issuing a severe heat warning or enforc-
ing heat-specific workplace standards. However, this is not a trivial
decision-making task as it requires a comprehensive understanding of
the complex interplay between various factors, including meteorologi-
cal, urbanization, demographic, and socioeconomic factors [13, 24, 62].

To assess the risk levels of heat-related extreme events, numerical
models are dominantly used by environmental researchers [62, 64, 69].
However, they are limited in three aspects. Firstly, their sparse spatial
and temporal resolution offers insufficient data-driven support for ef-
fective risk management. For instance, the fifth-generation reanalysis
(ERA5) data [22], one of the most used domain data, yields only one es-
timate for an area spanning approximately 27.75×27.75km2 per hour.
This coarse-grained resolution can only predict normalized results and
overlook extreme conditions. Secondly, these approaches aim to predict
meteorological variables (e.g., temperature and humidity), failing to
capture the complex risk dynamics involving human behaviors and
social factors [53]. Thirdly, the preparedness and response of society to
the risk and the instructions for citizens are absent.

Analyzing news articles about environmental issues is of high poten-
tial to let decision-makers have the knowledge and means to develop
more effective preventive measures. News articles complement numer-
ical models by describing extreme situations in detail, documenting
the cause and consequences, and discussing city responses and specific
advice [52] for handling heat-related events. This information offers ret-
rospective evaluations of management strategies that experts can utilize
to refine their approach. However, it is unclear how to systematically
integrate the heterogeneous data types (textual news and numerical
models) for consistent and insightful analysis.

The emergence of LLM offers a new opportunity to address the
integration. We explore how LLMs can be utilized to retrieve relevant
news, extract structural information, and summarize knowledge to
facilitate actionable strategies. They have demonstrated abilities from
information extraction [12] to question answering and even document
retrieval [44]. Despite these strengths, integrating environmental news
into heat risk management encounters technical challenges: First, the
overwhelming volume of available news articles challenges the token
limit of LLMs, affecting the efficiency of retrieval; Second, the task
of leveraging LLMs to derive meaningful insights from a large corpus
of news on heat risks remains largely unexplored; Third, the difficulty
of fusing information from varied sources, such as numerical data and
textual news, poses a barrier to obtaining a holistic view of heat risks,
further complicated by the heterogeneous nature of these data sources.

To address those challenges, we implement Havior (Heat Savior), an
LLM-empowered visual analytics system that integrates numerical data
and textual news for heat risk management. Havior provides a novel
“thermoglyph” design that utilizes metaphorical representations to en-
hance experts’ comprehension of meteorological conditions. Havior
aims to support experts in efficiently retrieving, managing, and navigat-
ing a large volume of news articles within a human-in-the-loop retrieval
process through hex bin visualizations of topics and news glyphs. To
distill the news’ semantic meaning, Havior employs LLM, including
prompt engineering and retrieval augmented generation (RAG) [37],
to extract structural information and semantic understanding from the
news articles. By combining the strengths of numerical models and
the rich contexts from news articles, Havior empowers stakeholders to
make informed decisions and take proactive measures to mitigate the

impacts of heat risks. This paper has the following contributions:
⋄ A detailed analysis of heat risk management, identifying key goals

and requirements for design considerations.
⋄ A novel LLM-empowered pipeline, including the incorporation

of RAG, that supports human-in-the-loop retrieval and heteroge-
neous data alignment in the context of heat risk management.

⋄ A VA system, Havior, features “thermoglyph”, news glyphs, and
visualization of hex bins, allowing experts to explore and visualize
heat risk insights interactively. We implement Havior through an
open-source prototype system1.

⋄ Two case studies and expert interviews to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of Havior, showing that useful insights can be obtained
by integrating numerical and textual data.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Visualizing Climate Risk
Climate risk is commonly defined as the “effect of uncertainty on
objectives” [31], quantified by the probability and impact of hazards
such as landslides, flooding [54, 57], and wildfires [7]. Meteorological
visualization research primarily focuses on displaying and analyzing
weather simulation data [4, 30, 43, 51] to derive insights for mitigating
these hazards. However, existing tools often lack the necessary gran-
ularity to address the spatial-temporal complexity of meteorological
predictions with adequate explanations [8]. Several visual analytics sys-
tems [10, 38, 47, 60] have thereby emerged to explore the multifaceted
spatial-temporal dynamics between meteorological variables.

However, the analysis of anthropogenic factors, i.e., human-induced
causes of climate change, remains under-explored [43, 45]. An illustra-
tive example is the dependency on air conditioning during heatwaves.
While essential for coping with rising temperatures, it in turn con-
tributes to climate change and triggers surges in energy consumption,
stressing power grids and amplifying the risk of grid failures. Existing
simulations largely ignore these anthropogenic effects, indicating a
significant research gap in managing climate risks. The approach we
proposed integrates meteorological simulation results with risk-related
news data to provide a novel perspective on anthropogenic factors, us-
ing news as a lens to magnify and segment the unstructured simulation
data stream [29]. This fusion of quantitative simulations with contextual
news analysis offers a logical interpretation of quantitative variables
and empirical support for subjective narratives [28]. Our integrative
visualization designs aim to navigate users through both quantitative
and qualitative meteorological phenomena, enhancing data communi-
cation and decision-making in climate risk management. Specifically,
the “thermoglyph” enhances users’ understanding of local climate con-
ditions. The hex bin layouts for hierarchical tags and news glyphs
provide a stratified analysis of heat risks with progressing details.

2.2 Mining Large Text Corpus
Over the past decade, text visualization has focused on microblog data,
notably Tweets, recognizing its utility in providing real-time insights
for disaster response. This data offers a direct glimpse of public sen-
timent evolution (e.g., panic during disasters) through topic modeling
techniques like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), facilitating rapid
reactions to emergencies [57] and public expressions [65]. However,
microblogs’ casual format and unstructured nature present significant
challenges, often omitting necessary context for analyzing periodic
events [6]. It revealed the tendency of such data to amplify biases,
whether from frequent posters or through politicized viewpoints, thus
limiting its scope for analyzing broader meteorological phenomena.

News articles are more reliable in monitoring natural disasters than
microblogs [45]. They often highlight extreme situations, which is a
desired property in analyzing heat risks, and provide in-depth descrip-
tions of local conditions, consequences, and underlying reasons behind
heat-related incidents. Authored by professionals, these articles are
richer, more coherent, and less noisy in analytical discussions [52] (e.g.,
expert opinions and suggested mitigation strategies) than microblogs to
support retrospective evaluations of management strategies. However,

1https://anonymous.4open.science/r/Havior-C58D
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the inherent complexity in these documents requires heterogeneous
data sources and advanced techniques for effective data structuring and
interpretation [66–68]. Moreover, mapping news to specific climate
events has traditionally relied on fuzzy logic [70] due to the differing
detail levels between meteorological data and journalistic reporting.

To connect news with climate events, textual descriptions can align
with geospatial visualizations for spatial context and information rele-
vance. Direct references and visual cues within the text can enhance
user engagement and understanding of geospatial context [25, 34–36].
Our approach draws inspiration from these design guidelines to main-
tain close interactions between text and geospatial visualizations. Hav-
ior extracts structured information from news by LLMs and highlights
the key information with novel visual designs. These designs maintain
a good balance between the geospatial context of numerical models
and the semantic understanding of textual information.

2.3 Steering Documents Retrieval

One of the great challenges in text mining is to retrieve content of inter-
est from a vast volume of document corpus [40]. Due to the ambiguity
in natural languages, the retrieval intent can usually be satisfied by
multiple similar filtering conditions. To steer the process of document
retrieval, previous visual analytic systems have proposed solutions
based on ranking [6], similarity [11], and removing overlaps [18]. How-
ever, they can easily ignore some topics of low frequency, which is
not negligible in dealing with heat risk management. As news articles
contain dense information, we employ a hexagon layout to maintain
a tight arrangement while retaining text similarity relations with the
neighborhood to further facilitate content-focused navigation.

With the retrieval results, further computational support should be
provided to facilitate the goal of text mining. Recent advances in LLMs
have demonstrated promise in summarizing large documents, as their
pre-trained intelligence is suitable for a wide range of analytical tasks.
Nevertheless, adapting LLMs to specific domain tasks requires massive
computing resources. Efficient alternatives such as prompt engineer-
ing [15] are limited by token lengths, such that analyzing multiple
documents at once remains a challenge. On the contrary, incorporating
a question-based document retrieval system, DocFlow [50] allows for
the intuitive searching of documents by posing questions in natural
language, thereby enhancing both accessibility and search efficiency.
Inspired by these approaches, we explore using RAG, a promising
solution that incorporates knowledge from external databases. This ap-
proach is particularly effective in mitigating common challenges LLMs
face, including creating fabricated content (hallucinations), reliance on
outdated information, and the lack of transparent, traceable reasoning
processes [16]. By profoundly integrating LLM for semantics analy-
sis and retrieval of news, our approach enhances machine reasoning
and human-in-the-loop visual analysis, fostering effective human-AI
collaboration in addressing environmental threats.

3 DESIGN STUDY

Over the past year, our collaboration with two domain experts, E1
and E2, through weekly meetings, has largely shaped the design of
our system. E1 is a professor in environmental science with more
than thirty years of research experience, while E2 is a specialist in the
environmental domain with over four years of research experience.

Together, we have identified the limitations of numeric domain mod-
els. While these models offer quantitative analysis, they often fail to
capture the full complexity of urbanization, demographics, and socioe-
conomic factors essential for developing effective heat risk manage-
ment strategies. We have collectively recognized the potential of news
sources to bridge this gap. News provides a factual and direct post-event
perspective, enabling a better understanding of the intricate interplay be-
tween these socio-demographic factors and the numerical data on heat
risks. The central challenge we faced was integrating heterogeneous
data sources, including various data types, to create a comprehensive
and human-steerable decision-support pipeline. Through our year-long
collaboration, we have distilled three overarching design goals and six
specific design requirements guiding the development of Havior.

3.1 Design Goals

G1: Early warning function for potential heat risks. Given the
increasing impact of climate change, the system should incorporate an
early warning function that alerts experts to potential heat risks based
on real-time data and historical trends, aiming to minimize losses. E2
expressed, “The system is only considered valuable if it can provide
assistance in real-world scenarios.”
G2: Location-adaptive heat risk analysis. Considering the diverse
meteorological conditions of different regions, employing weather mea-
surements is insufficient to support bespoke risk management strategies
for specific locations. E1 provides an example: The temperature 28◦
is observed at the 98.6th percentile in Beijing, indicating its rarity.
However, the same temperature is only at the 75.4th percentile in Hong
Kong, implying that the city has more endurance and preparedness for
a higher temperature. Despite experiencing the same temperature in
magnitude, the two cities have different temperature distributions, thus
they have different preparedness and strategies. The magnitude-based
metrics (temperature in this case) denote the meteorological condition
at a time point, while probabilistic-based metrics (percentile) concern
multiple measurements in a time period (location-adaptive). The two
metrics should both be considered in heat risk analysis.
G3: Leverage historical knowledge from news for risk comprehen-
sion and informed decision-making. The system should empower
experts to understand heat risks comprehensively and map its insights
to the numeric domain model’s results. The insights include causes,
potential consequences, actionable strategies for decision-makers, and
appropriate guidance for citizens. E1 warned, “The 2003 European
heatwave, a case often mentioned, resulted in numerous casualties due
to a lack of preparedness and improper instructions. In the future, we
will experience similar extreme summers, or even worse.”

3.2 Design Requirements

We defined six requirements that are grouped into three categories:
numeric understanding from climate data analysis, semantic under-
standing from news, and integration of them.
R1: Numeric Analyze historical and future trends. To achieve G1,
the system should support historical analysis and future forecasting
functions. Experts should be able to load and analyze numerical data of
interest at different time points, allowing them to examine past trends
and forecast future scenarios effectively.
R2: Numeric Examine spatial meteorological conditions. To reach
G2, the system should enable the analysis of spatial patterns using
familiar visualization forms and analytical methods for domain experts.
Features such as spatial zoom in/out and the ability to switch between
different variables should be provided to facilitate insights.
R3: Semantic Support human-in-the-loop news retrieval. To
support G3, a multi-step retrieval approach should be developed to
retrieve a suitable number of news that align with experts’ interests.
E1 and E2 stated, “There are tons of news for me. I need a system to
retrieve an appropriate amount of news in different stages of analysis.”
R4: Semantic Enhance management and navigation among large-
scale news. To further support G3, with the retrieved news list,
efficient management should allow experts to filter and rank news based
on numeric and semantic criteria. An easy navigation way among a
large amount of news and similar news should be facilitated.
R5: Semantic Extract insights from heat-related news. To address
G3, the system should possess the abilities of structural information
extracting, semantic understanding, and contextual question-answering
to help experts gain semantic insights from heat-related news.
R6: Integration Integrate numeric and semantic insights for
decision-making. For G1, G2, and G3, the system should integrate
the figurative impact of news into the figures in the numeric model’s
results to generate location-specific insights. E1 explained, “If you ask
our numeric model how many people die, it has no answer since it only
calculates some meteorological variables.”



4 HAVIOR

In this paper, we develop a novel pipeline (Fig. 2) for Havior leveraging
the burgeoning capabilities of LLM to integrate numerical data analysis
and semantic understanding to enhance heat risk management.

4.1 Data Preprocessing

Climate data were obtained from the ERA5 reanalysis dataset [22].
Its utilization and performance in heat risk research have been widely
acknowledged for its quality, long-term availability, and accessibil-
ity [39, 55]. The hourly data is from 2015 to 2023 and has a spatial
resolution of approximately 27.75 km×27.75 km. While it might seem
intuitive to focus on daily temperature extremes (e.g., max and min)
to assess heat risks, studies have shown that daily mean temperature
(hereinafter temperature) is more appropriate because it is more com-
prehensive in representing the day’s temperature exposure [20,61]. The
average of 24-hour (in hours UTC) temperatures within a day was
utilized for the temperature for each location. Moreover, we adopt the
Pangu-Weather [3] model with ERA5 temperature estimates to obtain
temperature forecasts up to 14 days (Fig. 2-A3).

To contextualize magnitude-based metrics, we also incorporated
probability-based indicators for a holistic analysis of heat risks.

• Temperature percentiles offer contexts into the local climatol-
ogy of a specific region, enabling cross-regional and temporal
comparisons [33]. This is particularly important when consider-
ing variations in local tolerance and preparedness levels [2].

• Return period is a statistical measure indicating the estimated
average interval between the occurrence of heat events. This
measure suggests the likelihood of a certain temperature threshold
being exceeded at least once a year. It evaluates the frequency
and intensity of heat events [32].

The heat risk model [17] examines the relationship between heat-
related mortality and temperature fluctuations in 384 locations (Fig. 1-
C1). The resulting patterns are often represented as “U” curves, with
the temperature range associated with the lowest mortality called the
Minimum Mortality Temperature (MMT). Deviations from the MMT
are generally associated with an exponential increase in the relative risk.
Since the local climate conditions (e.g., tropical or temperate) have a
strong influence on individual locations’ MMT, our analysis adopts the
corresponding heat risk models for each city (Fig. 2-A4).
Environmental news dataset was obtained from Wisers [59], which
consisted of 7.7 million environmental (not limited to heat) news arti-
cles from Chinese news publishers, mainly covering East Asian regions.
The dataset spans from July 2015 to June 2023. Each news article
contains the title, content, character statistics, publishing date, pub-
lisher, and media type. The media types encompass both web and
publication resources while excluding internet-based media sources pri-
marily reliant on aggregating news reports from official news agencies.
We extracted structural information from news articles by using LLM
(GPT3.5 [5]), including extracted information (e.g., location, time, risk
description, and consequence) and inferred information (e.g., advice
and tag) (Fig. 2-A1). This structural information was developed to-
gether with our domain experts (E1-2). The prompts and examples can
be found in the supplementary material.

4.2 Interactive Risk Understanding Integration
4.2.1 Numerical Climate Data Understanding

Experts can analyze the numerical climate data to gain a quantitative
understanding of the risk (R1, R2). After the numerical data was pro-
cessed by the method mentioned before and displayed in numeric panel
(Fig. 1-A), experts can analyze both magnitude-based and probability-
based indices for heat risk and identify heat hazards. Additionally, the
temporal and spatial information of heat events can help interpret and
understand meteorology. The extracted time and location from news
sources are visualized in the temporal view and spatial view, respec-
tively. Integrating this information with the climate data facilitates
experts’ numerical understanding of heat risk, which was challenging
in the experts’ original workflow. The interpretability and contextuality

it introduced for the result of the climate numerical model empower
experts to gain deeper insights into meteorological conditions.

By examining the temporal trend (Fig. 2-B1), experts can identify
noteworthy patterns and fluctuations in the meteorological variables
and the occurrence of news events over time (R1). This analysis facil-
itates the detection of temporal correlations and the identification of
significant events or trends within the meteorological context. Similarly,
the spatial distribution of news events (Fig. 2-B2) provides valuable
information regarding the geographical patterns and localized impacts
of meteorological phenomena (R2). By visualizing the spatial distri-
bution of news articles, experts can discern clusters, hotspots, or areas
of interest, aiding in the identification of regions affected by specific
weather conditions or events. Furthermore, we extract numerical tem-
perature from the news. Then we choose news with the highest number
of casualties across different temperatures (Fig. 1-C1), allowing us to
provide semantic explanations for numerical risk levels. It transforms
the risk level from a mere numerical value into a relatable example,
enabling experts to develop a more intuitive grasp of heat risks.

4.2.2 Topic Understanding & Context Analysis
Experts can utilize the dataset of environment-related news to gain a
semantic understanding of the risk in the city’s context.
Keywords retrieving (Fig. 2-Ba). The first step is to retrieve highly
relevant news using keywords (R3), such as “Hong Kong,” “prolonged,”
and “high temperature,” and automatically filter the retrieved news us-
ing semantic meaning. These keywords can be automatically generated
based on the numerical analysis results or suggested by experts who
have analyzed the numerical data. For instance, a 97.5th percentile with
≥ 4 days duration [21] can lead to the inclusion of the keyword “heat-
wave.” The experts’ choice of cities can result in the inclusion of the
keyword “city name.” To provide experts with the most relevant news,
we use the “is heat risk” and “location” from structural information to
automatically filter the news. In addition to the automated semantic
filtering, we offer experts numeric filters based on the criteria of “time,”
“temperature,” and “casualty,” which can be extracted from the news.
Topic modeling (Fig. 2-Bb). We harness the capabilities of LLMs to
cluster tags (one item of structural information, Fig. 2-A1) to generate
descriptive topics (R3, R4, R5). They are the concise summarization
and categorization of the retrieved news, facilitating efficient analysis
and management (Fig. 2-B3, Fig. 2-B4). Therefore, it serves two
objectives: topic discovery and retrieval. Utilizing LLM, a wide range
of comprehensive topics related to heat risk in the specific city can be
identified. Experts can gain an overview of the heat risk landscape and
uncover unexpected heat risk topics by exploring these identified topics.
Since the number of news articles retrieved about a city often exceeds
the experts’ capacity to effectively read and analyze, leveraging topics
as a criterion enables them to filter the news effectively. Consequently,
they can focus their attention on delving deep into specific topics.
RAG (Fig. 2-Bc). To continue enhancing the ability to delve into
specific topics, we employ RAG to provide the ranking function based
on semantic meaning (R4). Therefore, experts can use natural language
(sentences or documents) to rank news (Fig. 2-B5). This is achieved by
designating the retrieved news as the knowledge source and leveraging
the semantic meaning to rank the news articles within this source
through Embedchain [56]. This approach allows news that aligns
closely with the experts’ interests to be prioritized and placed higher
in the ranked list. Moreover, experts can pose contextual questions
and get more accurate answers from LLM (Fig. 2-B6) by utilizing the
retrieved news articles and the numeric results as the knowledge source
(R5). This integration of news articles and numeric data broadens the
scope of potential questions posed by experts.

4.2.3 Heat Risk Management
Havior integrates two essential perspectives of analysis: numerical and
semantic (R6) for heat risk management. On the one hand, the numeri-
cal analysis provides valuable insights into the quantitative aspects of
the risk, offering a solid foundation for understanding the magnitude,
trends, and patterns of heat risk. Its results are also utilized for subse-
quent tasks such as news retrieval, filtering, and comprehension. On
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Fig. 2: The LLM-empowered pipeline contains two parts: data preprocessing (A) and interactive risk understanding integration (B). The data
preprocessing involves extracting structural information using LLM (A1) and calculating climate indices (A2-4). In interactive risk understanding
integration (B), heterogeneous understandings are integrated through keywords retrieving (Ba), topic modeling (Bb), and RAG (Bc). The
interactive analysis process is supported by six views of Havior (B1-6) which fulfill the design requirements.

the other hand, the textual analysis retrieves, filters, clusters, ranks, and
analyzes relevant news articles for an in-depth semantic understanding.
This enables experts to delve deeply into the context, impacts, and
complexities surrounding the risk. Moreover, these insights can assist
experts in comprehending and explaining numerical meteorology. To
summarize, the integration of numerical analysis and semantic under-
standing allows for a more nuanced assessment, enabling experts to
identify potential correlations, causal relationships, and interdependen-
cies among various risk factors.

Havior provides a summary functionality (Fig. 2-B6) that assists
experts in consolidating their insights, encompassing both numerical
and semantic aspects. These insights, along with the numerical results,
are analyzed using LLM. The analysis culminates in the generation of a
comprehensive final report, which encompasses various elements such
as meteorological conditions, descriptions of the heat risk scenario, his-
torical events or disasters that have occurred, and corresponding advice
for government entities to mitigate impacts or for citizens to address the
risk. This final report serves as a valuable resource for facilitating in-
formed and well-founded decision-making by experts, triggering more
effective and rational risk management strategies. Decision-makers can
develop proactive risk mitigation plans, allocate resources effectively,
and implement targeted interventions to minimize the potential negative
impacts on communities, economies, and the environment.

5 VISUAL DESIGN OF HAVIOR

The interface of Havior is shown in the Fig. 1. To exemplify the con-
nection between views in the interface, let us consider an expert (Zoe)
utilizing Havior for heat risk research. Initially, to check the numerical
meteorological condition, Zoe selects the index, city, and temporal
resolution from the top menus of the meteorological panel. The tem-
poral (R1) and spatial (R2) climate information is then displayed in
the temporal view and spatial view, respectively. After gaining the
numerical understanding, the next step involves exploring the semantic
aspect. Zoe selects the recommended keywords or types the customized
keywords (R3) in the top menus of the news panel. The news topic view
displays topics of the retrieved news using hex bins. Zoe can make pos-
itive or negative selections of hex bins (R3, R4), resulting in different
scatter plots in news glyph view and news lists in the news list. Zoe can
easily locate news of interest with the assistance of news glyph view
and delve into the structural information or full-text of news within the
news list view (R4). The human-in-the-loop retrieval process and the
contextual in the news panel question-answering interface in the sum-

mary panel can help her understand heat-related news (R5). Moreover,
insights or knowledge that experts wish to summarize for subsequent
reviewing or report generation (R6) for decision-making can be pinned
to the summary panel. With the integration of numerical results, Havior
is able to generate an informative report for decision-making.

5.1 Temporal View
The temporal view (Fig. 1-A1) is for experts to understand the temporal
trends and distribution of meteorological variables (R1). Considering
the history period (2015-2023) is typically much longer than the future
forecasting period (14 days), line charts for historical and future data
are on the same y-axis, but they are separated on the x-axis. This
separation helps experts distinguish between the known historical data
and the projected future data. To zoom in on a particular timeframe,
experts can drag the node of start or end ( ).

Furthermore, they need to explore the temporal relationship between
trends and the volume of news related to these parameters (R6). We
use the bar chart (Fig. 1-A1) to show the number of news articles
published. To save space and easily comparison between the relative
magnitudes of changes in both meteorological data and news volume
over time, we combine the bar chart and the line chart with the dual
y-axis with both y-axes beginning from zero. This design helps in
maintaining a visual consistency that can aid in understanding the
relationship between the two datasets (Fig. 5-A, B) without overstating
or understating the variations in either due to scaling issues [26]. In
addition to the temporal trend, we provide a histogram (Fig. 1-A2) to
display the frequency distribution of temperature (R1).

5.2 Spatial View
We provide the spatial view aiming to help experts visualize and com-
prehend the spatial distribution of meteorological variables (R2). To
achieve this, we combine the citywide heat map of the variable and the
geography map to display the spatial distribution. In determining the
color scheme, we draw inspiration from ERA5’s color scheme [14],
which is chosen based on its association with human perception of
temperature. The spatial relationship between the distribution of me-
teorological variables and the geographic locations of news articles is
vital (R6). Thus, we plot news on the map (Fig. 1-A3). They will be
automatically aggregated in cases of close proximity when zooming
in/out, allowing for a more concise visualization.
Thermoglyph. G2 emphasizes both magnitude-based temperature and
probability-based index. To effectively visualize them, we have devel-



Fig. 3: The “thermoglyph” in the city gallery for selecting cities. They
employ a metaphorical representation. The pattern of color blocks
vividly depicts the relationship between temperature and percentile for
each city. The black lines connect the current temperature (dashed) or
the hovered temperature (bold) to its corresponding percentile.

oped the “thermoglyph.” They are presented in the city gallery (Fig. 3),
alongside each city on the map (Fig. 1-A4), and in the summary panel,
which caters to the varying needs of experts throughout different stages
of analysis. The “thermoglyph” resembles a thermometer, where the
color gradually fills from the bottom to the top, representing the rising
mercury in a traditional thermometer due to heat. The “thermoglyph”
consists of two parallel axes: temperature and percentile. Different tem-
perature ranges and the associated percentiles are linked and encoded
using the same color scheme in the spatial view. Consequently, unique
patterns emerge in different cities (Fig. 3). For instance, the “thermo-
glyph” for Hong Kong exhibits a concentrated pattern on the left side,
indicating that the temperature in Hong Kong is more concentrated for
the majority of the time. On the other hand, the “thermoglyph” for
Beijing showcases parallel distribution, representing the broader tem-
perature range and distinct seasonal characteristics observed in Beijing.
A dashed back line indicates the current value. We also add a solid
black line to accurately illustrate the link when the mouse hovers. This
feature fulfills the experts’ need for precise information.
Design alternatives. We consider a design alternative line chart (Fig. 2-
A2) but find two issues: (1) It is challenging to differentiate between
various patterns based on the changing slopes of the lines and (2) caused
confusion among users because it implies a temporal change. Therefore,
we opted for the design of the “thermoglyph,” which intuitively conveys
the relationships between temperatures and percentiles.

5.3 News Topic View

Topic generation of news can help efficiently filter and manage news
(R3, R4) and analysis of news (R5). For news topic view (Fig. 1-B1),
we employ hex bins with text placed at their centers to represent topics
for three reasons. Firstly, compared to a table list of topics, it has the
advantage of conveying the information of overview. Secondly, the
two-dimensional space of the hex bins preserves the relative spatial
relationships between topics [42], enabling the keeping of semantic
meaning relationships. Thirdly, in addition to being used as a container
for displaying topics, hex bins are inherently well-suited to serve as but-
tons for experts to filter news. We encode the quantity of related news
for each topic using a grayscale intensity scheme to avoid confusion
with the color in the spatial view.

As mentioned in Sec. 4.1, we generated tags for each news. Then we
employed the LLM to cluster those tags and generate the title for each
cluster, resulting in a hierarchical structure. The first-level topics, which
correspond to the cluster titles, provide an overview of the information
in each cluster. The second-level topics, which are tags of news, offer
more specific information pertaining to each cluster. The visual design
for both first-level and second-level remains consistent.

For interaction, experts can simply click on first-level topic to display
its second-level topics. By directly double-clicking on a topic, experts
can choose to show or hide the relevant news in the spatial view, news
glyph view and news list, enabling them to focus on specific aspects
and in-depth analysis. Furthermore, when the mouse hovers over a
topic, the associated bar (Fig. 1-A1) in temporal view and news glyph
(Fig. 1-B2) in news glyph view will dynamically change color to red.
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Fig. 4: We opt for the coxcomb glyph design (A) for the news glyph.
Alternative design: target glyph design (B) and pie glyph design (C).

5.4 News Glyph View
The news glyph view (Fig. 1-B2) aims to leverage experts’ spatial mem-
ory for locating and navigating news effectively and enable experts to
identify the news of interest quickly (R4) with each news represented
as a glyph in a 2D space. In our design, we assume that news articles re-
porting higher casualties hold greater importance for experts (supported
by E1-2). Thus, we encode the number of deaths, injuries and impacted
individuals into the glyph. By incorporating this information visually,
experts can quickly assess the severity and impact of each piece of
news. For locating and navigating, they require a reasonable layout of
news. To achieve this, each news is first encoded as a high-dimensional
vector based on its semantic meaning and subsequently reduced to
two dimensions using UMAP [42], maintaining semantic similarity.
We also used a grid-based method [23] to avoid clutters and keep the
relative distance of news glyphs. When the topic selection changes,
the corresponding news will be shown or hidden without changing the
position to keep the consistency of spatial memory.

We opt for dimension reduction and glyph visualization as opposed
to ranking visualization methods like lineup [19], based on several
considerations. Firstly, news articles encompass a diverse range of
topics, and the absence of casualty information does not necessarily
diminish their significance (E2). By organizing news articles based
on their semantic meaning, we ensure that even those without casualty
information are not overlooked entirely. Secondly, scalability was taken
into account. Our glyph design, coupled with a 2D space, provides an
effective solution for accommodating a large number of news articles.
Lastly, the utilization of spatial memory aids in navigation. The spatial
representation allows for better cognitive mapping and recall of specific
articles. Thus, under the condition of a large number of news, we
prioritized an intuitive and space-efficient design. As a result, we opted
for a circular form of glyph to represent each news item.
Coxcomb glyph. For circular glyph form, we designed a modified
version of the classical coxcomb visualization (Fig. 4-A) to represent
the numbers of deaths, injuries, and impacts. To address cases where
casualty information is absent, we added a grey node in the center.
This modification ensures that each news article can be displayed,
even if the casualty information is unavailable. The coxcomb glyph
consists of three 120◦ sectors, each distinguished by a different color to
represent deaths, injuries, and impacts. The number of casualties within
each category is encoded by the length of the sector. By utilizing the
coxcomb glyph, experts can easily identify important news that entails
severe consequences. The news glyph is interconnected with both the
news list and spatial view. When a glyph is clicked, the corresponding
news will be automatically centered in the other two views.
Alternative designs. In addition to the coxcomb glyph, we have de-
veloped two alternative designs: the target glyph (Fig. 4-B) and the pie
glyph (Fig. 4-C). However, there are certain limitations associated with
them. The target glyph represents the number of deaths, injuries, and
impacts using three individual arcs. It effectively conveys the informa-
tion. However, a significant limitation is that it is spatially expensive.
Regardless of whether a news article contains casualty information or
not, the glyph occupies the same large size. The pie glyph employs
size to encode the sum of deaths, injuries, and impacts. The angle ratio
of the sectors is determined based on their respective numerical ratios.
However, the pie glyph has been criticized for its lack of intuitiveness
in expressing individual numbers within each category. Experts need
to consider both size and angle to comprehend the magnitude of the



numbers. Considering these factors, we have chosen the coxcomb
glyph as the preferred design option.

5.5 News List View

The news list (Fig. 1-B3) lists the headlines of news articles. It pro-
vides the functionality for filtering them based on criteria such as time,
temperature (which is closely linked to results of domain models), and
casualties (R3), ranking the news based on their semantic meaning
(R4), and reading original text or structural information (R5). We plot
three bar charts to display the number of news corresponding to each
criterion. Then experts can directly brush the bar to apply the filters.
The three bars are synchronized. When filtering is applied, a blue color
emerges in all bar charts to indicate the number of remaining news.

Experts can use sentences to search and rank news so that they can
easily access the news with similar semantic meanings. To get the
details, they can expand the headlines to structural information or full-
text. Additionally, visual cues are used to highlight relevant sentences
pertaining to “risk,” “cause,” “consequence,” and “advice” within full
text, which improves the efficiency of reading original text (Fig. 1-B3).

5.6 Summary Panel

The summary panel was designed to integrate insights of both numeric
and semantic to facilitate further decisions to minimize the losses of
potential heat risk (R1, R2, R5, R6). To achieve this integration, we
incorporate insights from one side to the other.
Numeric and semantic for numeric. To provide numerical under-
standing, the line chart (Fig. 1-C1) illustrates relationships between
city risks and temperatures. Experts can read the numerical risk level
for decision-making. We also select news with the highest number of
deaths at each temperature as representative examples. This approach
allows experts to match impacts with different risk levels, contextualiz-
ing a mere number. These representative news articles are plotted as
scatter points on the x-axis, which show a tooltip when hovered.
Semantic and numeric for semantic. Any semantic insights found
during the entire process can be pinned and compiled to this panel for
the purpose of reviewing findings and generating the final report. In
order to enhance the comprehension of risk, we implement a contex-
tual question-answering interface (Fig. 1-C2) that helps experts pose
contextual questions. Contextual answers will be generated based on
selected news articles from the news list using RAG. The key results
derived from the numerical model are rephrased in natural language
for experts to review. They are of utmost importance as they serve as
references for generating the final report as well. By diligently curating
and maintaining the content within this panel, a comprehensive final
report can be generated using LLM. The report becomes a valuable
reference for experts working on future actionable plans.

6 EVALUATION

For evaluation, besides E1-2 who we closely collaborate with, we
involved three more experts (E3-5) to conduct case study. The panel of
experts includes four professors with an average of 15 years of research
experience (33, 10, 9, and 10 years respectively) and one specialist with
4 years research experience. Additionally, E1 is a representative in the
‘My Climate Risk’ scheme, launched by the World Climate Research
Programme (WCRP) [49] to mitigate climate event risks.

The experts studied the 2022 extreme heatwave in China [71]. Prior
to the case studies, a training session was conducted to familiarize the
experts with the visual designs, interactions, and connections between
different views of Havior [63]. Subsequently, the experts explored
Havior to analyze their areas of interest. During the case studies, the
experts derived valuable insights from Havior. Then we conducted 30-
minute interviews with experts to collect their comments and feedback.

6.1 Case Study I - 2022 China Heatwave: Hong Kong

Hong Kong is an exemplary case to delve into the complexities of heat
risks in light of the increasing occurrence of extreme heat events [24].
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Fig. 5: The temporal trend (A) and the spatial distribution (C) of the
temperature on 2022-07-24 in Hong Kong. The temporal trend (B) and
the spatial distribution (D) of the return period on 2022-07-24 in Hong
Kong. Bars in (A) and (B) are the number of news. Visualizations
of the probability-based return period are better suited for studying
extreme heat risk, as compared to magnitude-based temperature. The
consistency of heterogeneous results (especially in (B)) enhances the
interpretability of the system for heat risk research.

Analysis of Numerical Climate Data Firstly, experts choose the
index, city and temporal resolution as “temperature,” “Hong Kong”
and “daily” to check the meteorological condition. To research the
2022 China heatwave, experts set the date (single click on Fig. 1-A1)
to be “2022-07-24” since it has the highest temperature (Fig. 5-A).
The experts commenced their exploration by analyzing the temporal
view (R1) and spatial view (R2), which effectively presented relevant
meteorological information (E2-5). E2 commented, “The geographical
representations, color coding, and glyph design provide an intuitive
and comprehensive means of understanding of the meteorological con-
dition.” They discovered that the temperature was anticipated to persist
at an alarmingly high level of around 31 degrees Celsius, indicating a
prolonged period of extreme heat (Fig. 5-A). Furthermore, the entire
Greater Bay area was engulfed in high temperatures (Fig. 5-C). Then
they checked the temporal distribution of temperature and found that
26-29 degrees is normal in Hong Kong. So they don’t know if it is
severe. Thus, the experts realized they needed a deeper understanding
of the meteorological condition.

Therefore, they decided to investigate probability-based indices. Us-
ing the “thermoglyph” (Fig. 1-A4), they gained a holistic understanding
of the relationship between temperature and percentile data (E2-4). To
their surprise, the current percentile for the temperature linked close to
the 100th percentile, indicating an unusually severe situation. Seeking
further validation, they delved into the detailed information on the
return periods. The large return period (Fig. 5-B, D) signifies a low
probability of the temperature occurrence, which raises concerns about
the potentially severe consequences. The analysis of return periods pro-
vides additional support to the conclusion that Hong Kong is confronted
with a substantial heat risk (E1, E3, E5).

Analysis of Textual News Data Experts turned to news to en-
hance their understanding. They conducted a search using the rec-
ommended keywords, resulting in the retrieval of 2,246 news articles.
By incorporating meteorological variables and news articles (R6), the
researchers discovered that the return period yielded more intriguing
insights (Fig. 5). The consistency observed between the outcomes de-
rived from heterogeneous climate and news data enhances the rationale



for utilizing news with climate data for heat risk research (E1, E4-5).
Then the experts obtained an overview of the potential heat risks

in Hong Kong by examining topics (R5). The topics of news are
automatically generated by LLM and visualized in the news topic view
(Fig. 1-B1). These heat risks encompassed various aspects, including
well-known topics such as “high temperature hazard response,” and
“impact of climate crisis.” It was not surprising that the majority of
news articles were related to these aspects. However, the experts
also encountered unexpected topics, such as the “water crisis,” which
received relatively less attention. They found this feature to be highly
beneficial in expanding their awareness of previously unrecognized risk
topics. They believed that it would enhance their considerations during
decision-making processes, leading to more informed and rational
decisions (E1, E2, E5). E5 commented, “The topics found here are
not preprogramming, which I think is crucial. When some parameters
change or new sources are included, the result can be automatically
updated. This is intrinsically natural to pick up new things.”

The experts observed a clear seasonal pattern by analyzing the bar
plot (Fig. 1-A1) showcasing the number of news (R6). Notably, the
number of news articles during the summers of 2018 and 2022 stood out
significantly compared to other years. This observation aligned with the
2018 southern China heatwave [9] and the 2022 China heatwave [71].
Consequently, experts (E4, E5) could infer that a severe heatwave
would likely occur if Havior were used in 2022.

Motivated by these findings, the experts aimed to explore how Hong
Kong responded to heat risks and identify city-based features by deeply
delving into specific topics (R5). This knowledge would enable the
development of more appropriate strategies to assist in preparedness
and provide guidance for governments and citizens alike (E1-5). They
decided to explore the most well-known topics first by filtering news
articles (R3) under the categories of “impact of climate crisis,” exclud-
ing others (Fig. 1-B1). Then they utilized the news glyph to identify
the largest one (Fig. 6-A1) and clicked on it to access the details (R4).
This particular news discussed the Marathon held in high temperatures
that resulted in numerous athlete injuries. While severe, this outcome
was somewhat expected. The experts bookmarked the news article for
future review and pinned important sentences (R4) to the summary
panel, which would contribute to generating the final report.

Subsequently, they came across another news glyph that indicated
the highest number of deaths (Fig. 6-A2). With the help of visual cues
for reading the full text (Fig. 6-B), they can easily gain insights (R5).
E3 commented, “The visualization that maps structural information to
the original news text is remarkably neat and useful. You must have
dedicated considerable thought to this design.”. They found that this
news article highlighted the correlation between high temperatures and
increased mortality among mental health patients, particularly in Hong
Kong for its lack of sky view and green space. The experts found this
insight unexpected, as it would have been challenging to identify this
correlation solely based on numerical models.

The experts proceeded to investigate the unexpected topic, “water
crisis” (R5). They identified only one news article that has casualty data
with the help of the news glyph. They ranked the list of news based
on the semantic meaning of the selected news (Fig. 1-B3). Structural
information (Fig. 6-C) is very helpful for quickly analyzing news (E2-
4). By examining the structural information of the first few news in the
news list, the experts quickly discovered that heatwaves can give rise
to water supply challenges, even in a prominent city like Hong Kong.
By referring to the red proportion depicted in the bar (Fig. 1-A1), they
observed that all news articles concerning tap water supply problems
were reported solely during the previous heatwave in summer of 2018
(R6). Noting the government is criticized due to the absence of the
tap water supply system for remote villages, the experts posed the
question for advice and a considerable answer derived based on the
2018 summer news selected (Fig. 1-C2). Based on the observation
that news regarding the unavailability of tap water was only reported
during the summer of 2018, the experts inferred that the government
had taken measures to tackle the issue. Our subsequent investigation
proved this assumption, as evidenced by a government document [46].
Additionally, the measures taken by the government in 2018 autumn are
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Fig. 6: News glyphs under the topic of “impact of climate crisis” (A).
The largest news glyph (A1) and the news glyph with the largest number
of deaths (A2) are likely to be selected. The structural information
highlighted (B) in the original text helps experts understand the news
quickly. The structural information (C) of the only news with glyph
under the topic of “impact of climate crisis” helps experts understand
the news easily. The advice generated based on summer’s news is
similar to what the government has taken [46] in 2018 autumn.

very similar to the advice given by Havior (Fig. 1-C2) and structural
information (Fig. 6-C). It verifies the ability of Havior to discover risk
topics and facilitate informed decision-making (E1-5).

On the contrary, crop risks due to heat risk are inadequately handled.
Experts uncovered another unexpected topic centered around “crop loss”
and “crop damage,” revealing incidents of crop death and economic
loss resulting from unforeseen insect infestations (butterflies that grow
in tropical areas have migrated to Hong Kong) triggered by high tem-
peratures and drought (R5). These risks were witnessed in 2018, 2021,
and recurred in 2022. The lack of attention and proactive preventive
measures towards these issues may explain their persistence. However,
specific measures are expected to have a positive impact on the risk.
we sought the Havior’s advice and received valuable advice such as
“strengthening pest control,” “improving the irrigation system,” and
“using shade nets to reduce plant heat stress.” By leveraging Havior,
we not only identify unresolved heat-related risks but also devise infor-
mative strategies to effectively address them (E1-5). E1 commented,
“This is the best practice I want to get from your system. It is helpful for
me to do the risk management.”

Summary and Integration of heterogeneous insights (R6) The
experts compiled the semantic insights they discovered in the summary
panel. Alongside these insights, the numerical conclusions were pre-
sented. Additionally, the experts examined the representative news
related to the current (31◦) temperature and identified the need for
heightened attention to the risks faced by outdoor workers. By combin-
ing the numerical conclusions with the semantic insights from the news,
the experts generated a final report on the heat risk in Hong Kong. This
report provided them with a comprehensive understanding of the heat
risk and helped them to make informed decisions and take appropriate
actions (E1-2, 4-5). It can be found in the supplementary material. E2
pointed out, “The convergence of all heterogeneous data and model
generates many insights to me. It is efficient to use LLM to integrate
and summarize them. The report is a valuable reference for informing
subsequent strategy considerations.”

6.2 Case Study II - 2022 China Heatwave: Shanghai
To validate the ability of Havior to find city-specific insights (R6), we
implemented Havior in another city: Shanghai. We examined the heat
risk in Shanghai during the 2022 China heatwave, focusing on iden-
tifying any contrasting city-specific topics compared to Hong Kong.
Following a process similar to that of the first case study, experts ex-
amined the meteorological conditions (R1, R2). Subsequently, they
retrieved relevant news using the keywords “Shanghai” and “high tem-
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Fig. 7: The news topic view of Shanghai displays the hierarchical
topics of the retrieved news articles. Left: the first-level topics. Right:
the corresponding second-level topics upon clicking a first-level topic.
Furthermore, double-clicking on a specific topic enables the filtering of
news articles related to that topic in the subsequent analysis process.

perature.” Through the analysis of the first-level topics (Fig. 7), a
distinct topic of heat risk: “power crisis” is found by experts.

They got in-depth knowledge about this topic by learning more
subtopics through the second-level hex bins (R5). After their analysis
of the news, they discovered that the 2022 extreme heatwave, charac-
terized by historically high extreme temperatures, minimal rainfall, and
soaring electricity demand, exacerbated the power supply-demand im-
balance in Shanghai. To mitigate the impact on economic development
and the well-being of residents, Shanghai implemented measures such
as the suspension of landscape lighting to conserve power. Seeking
guidance on this specific issue in Shanghai, the experts sought assis-
tance from Havior. They received a comprehensive response, even
including detailed information about the 24-hour power service hotline
(95598) in Shanghai. The contrasting risks faced by Shanghai and
the specific advice generated by the system highlight the significance
of considering city-oriented factors and their unique circumstances in
managing heat risks (E1-5). E4 pointed out, “The system demonstrates
its ability to generate insights for different locations. It is important
since the location-oriented strategy for risk management helps more.”

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Findings Discovered and Lessons Learned

Anthropogenic factors in decision-making. In the past, the inclusion
of anthropogenic factors in climate analysis and heat risk management
was hindered by the challenge of modeling these unstructured and non-
numeric elements, which stand in stark contrast to the domain’s usual
numerical models. However, our LLM-empowered pipeline marks a
breakthrough, allowing the seamless incorporation of these factors and
their contextualization with the climate model results. E5 expressed,
“By analyzing highly relevant news, the risk is no longer an abstract
number to me. These multifaceted insights help me make informed
decisions.” Our findings reveal that the extensive documentation (e.g.,
in news and official documents) of anthropogenic factors is now ac-
cessible for various critical applications, enhanced by the efficiency of
LLMs and the effectiveness of visual analytics.
Yesterday’s news informs tomorrow’s risks. The utility of incorpo-
rating historical news for dealing with unprecedented extreme events
has sparked discussions among both our team and domain experts. A
consensus emerged that while historical insights may have limitations
when applied to new or intensely amplified risk scenarios, they can still
aid in identifying risks with greater magnitude and tracking unresolved
risks. E5 believed that “there’s nothing new under the sun,” suggesting
that new heat extremes still echo those risks in the news. He expressed
that identifying existing risks helps “extend my scope of consideration
by imagining how they scale.” The LLM’s risk summaries enable ex-
perts to anticipate and develop preemptive strategies for more severe

extremes. The recurring risks in the news indicate unresolved prob-
lems that need more attention, as in the first case study. On the other
hand, E1 praised the system’s capability to draw connections between
seemingly irrelevant events and reveal new compounded risks. This
analysis, spanning various spatial and temporal dimensions, alerts ex-
perts to emerging risks and suggests proactive measures. E1 noted that
the significant changes brought by several climate events highlight the
potential for risks to converge and intensify, like a chain reaction, even-
tually creating more significant issues. He further elaborated, “These
risks have been hidden and cannot be foreseen, but with your system,
we now know that they exist and how they evolve.
Visualizations as the link for LLM and expert expertise. “Why use
VA instead of directly asking LLM for the best heat risk management
strategies?” The answer lies in the fact that domain insights are de-
rived from experts’ exploration. Havior, as an LLM-empowered VA
system, effectively bridges the gap between LLM and expert expertise
by employing carefully designed visualizations and interactions. E5
thought the LLM is embedded into the pipeline properly, “Although
I think the topics generated by LLM are not perfect, I find the result
combined with hex bins useful to help me discover new topics. In the
original workflow, I would only search for news related to the topic I
had predetermined, which could cause me to miss out on something.”
While new visualizations are beneficial, domain experts may ex-
hibit “inertia.” We stroke for simple, yet efficient visualizations rec-
ommended by experts during the collaboration. However, experts’
feedback still indicates that the visual design is helpful but requires
time to be adapted. E3 commented, “I have never seen visualizations
like the ‘thermoglyph’ before. However, after a brief introduction, I
understand its efficiency.” The lesson we learned is the importance of
considering the prevalent visualization used in the domain and the un-
derlying reasons. This awareness enables us to design the most suitable
visualizations that minimize the transition cost.
Applicability and Generalizability We confirmed Havior’s useful-
ness and effectiveness through expert interviews. They specifically
appreciated the vivid “thermoglyph” and the valuable insights they
obtained through interacting with Havior. In particular, E4 expressed
the satisfaction of effectiveness with Havior and complained about the
low efficiency and uninspired results of the manual investigation in
their original workflow. E1 expected to use Havior in his research and
considered the implementation of Havior at the city’s observatory to in-
troduce impactful value. For generalizability, Havior provides a novel
and feasible pipeline for integrating numeric results and insights from
textual events. Havior can serve as a source of inspiration for tasks
in other domains hurdled by heterogeneous data, especially numeric
and textual. For example, E5 proposed the potential use of Havior in
analyzing diverse numeric indices and financial events in green finance.

7.2 Limitations and Future Work

The limitation in LLM, like accuracy, hallucination, domain exper-
tise, and timeliness, also affects Havior’s efficiency to provide precise
analysis and up-to-date advice. It is surprisingly difficult to exclude
instances like “real estate market overheating” from heat risks. Despite
using the RAG model to filter timely news articles, we still encounter
reliability issues. Our next step is to refine a domain-specific LLM,
aiming for a deeper comprehension of heat-related risks.
Visual scalability issue arises when the news glyph view displays the
topic with a large volume of news articles. To address this issue, we
have designed a modified coxcomb glyph and implemented a grid-based
algorithm to alleviate the problem of visual clutter. In future research,
the exploration of more advanced visualization techniques and filtering
methods holds the potential to further mitigate this limitation.
Unexplored modalities, such as satellite imagery and video footage
about disasters, also contain information on risk events. We seek to
incorporate multimodality capabilities in Havior for risk management.

8 CONCLUSION

In this study, we have undertaken the characterization of the risk man-
agement problem, with a specific focus on the integration challenges



posed by the heterogeneity of numerical results from domain models
and risk insights derived from news sources. We then developed Havior,
an LLM-empowered VA system, guided by the domain-characterized
requirements. Havior aims to enhance the analysis of heat risk, improve
heat risk management strategies, and mitigate heat-related threats. Two
case studies and interviews with five domain experts were conducted for
the evaluation. Their positive feedback and in-depth insights serve as
evidence of the usefulness and efficiency of Havior. Significantly, the
evaluation results demonstrate the potential for integrating quantitative
model results with heterogeneous insights of risk derived from news
reports to enhance the management of heat risks.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

All supplemental materials are available on OSF at https://osf.io/
dx5wt/?view_only=d44d6a39856d4c26b9452fc3f9be64b6, re-
leased under a CC BY 4.0 license. In particular, they include (1)
A PDF file containing LLM Prompts used in the paper and some ex-
amples, (2) figure images in multiple formats, and (3) the process of
expert interview.

FIGURE CREDITS

The choropleth about ERA5 in Figure 2A2 is from
C3S/ECMWF at https://climate.copernicus.eu/
how-c3s-era5-reanalysis-dataset-can-help-policymakers.
Figure 2Bc is a partial recreation of Fig. 1 from [37], which is in the
public domain.
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